1. **Artist Information (REQUIRED):**
   
   Name:__________________________

   Relevant Experience (Attach separate sheets, as necessary): Provide at least **three examples** of previous mural work, including date and location of project. Artist’s website address: __________________________

2. What materials and application standards are to be used for the mural? (include climate considerations):__________________________

3. How will the proposed mural enhance the location/site?__________________________

4. Describe how the proposed mural is in context within surrounding neighborhood from a historic, business or economic perspective?__________________________

5. Who is the mural’s intended audience (i.e. pedestrians, drivers, to be viewed from a business?)__________________________

6. **Artist Signature (initial each line and sign the bottom)**
   
   _____ I verify that the mural submitted is an original work of art and has not been previously used or seen.

   _____ I verify that the mural will be painted/installed by me, or under my supervision if done as a community mural.

   _____ I understand that the finished mural must match the submitted mural rendering/proposal. If the completed mural does not match the approved mural attached to the Certificate of Architectural Appropriateness, I understand and agree that City will require the removal of the completed mural or that portion that deviates from the approved proposal.

   _____ I have read and agree to the City of Melbourne mural guidelines.

   _____ I have read this application and understand the process and my responsibilities.

   Artist/Muralist Signature ___________________________ Date ___________________________